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What do I do when players are struggling 
in the game?

It’s a big question. But one that I am 
often asked “what do I do when he/she 
wont play or hides on the pitch?”

There is always a lot you can do when 
players struggle during a game. Move 
position, give encouragement from 
the coach and parents, and also get 
teammates to encourage them.

The other way of course is to give 
them challenges that they can meet that 
gives them the confidence to push on 
and to ‘want’ the ball. In my Under-11s 
side there was a player who never wanted 
the ball, great in training but come match 
day and the pressures that go with it, he 
wouldn’t perform on the pitch.

So to help him to focus on the game I 
gave him challenges – easy ones at first 
like can he make two tackles in the first 
half. Then progress to can he play the 
ball forward three times in the first half. 

As this progressed so did his 
confidence. No longer was he focusing 
on the match but the focus of his game 
was to make forward passes when he 
could. And he began to look for space 
and move into it so his teammates would 
pass the ball to him.

Suddenly he was alert on the pitch and 
thinking about getting a number of passes 
in before half time. As his focus changed I 
too had to keep thinking ahead to develop 
the challenges that took him step by step 

Help Players Who Struggle In Games
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David Clarke

“No longer was he focusing on the match 
but the focus of his game was to make 
forward passes when he could”
into the player he was at training.

And after a few weeks the challenges 
began to change – can I take 2 shots 
at goal or can I score one goal. This 
development in young players is usually 
quick as long as you are prepared to see 
it through.

There is nothing quite as reassuring for 
a young player than to think the coach 
believes in him and that the coach has 
given targets he believes the player can 
attain. Coupled with this of course is the 
coach’s treatment of mistakes – ignore 
them – or failures – you didn’t meet your 
targets this week but you will next!

Mistakes and failures should be left in 
the kit bag to be dealt with at training. 

Sometimes when I turn up to a match I 
imagine I’m putting all those phrases in 
a little box, along with the ego element 
of “why aren’t we winning” and let 
everything flow in the direction the kids 
want to take it.

I have structured their training and 
given them challenges to help them 
discover what playing is all about – 
match-day is all about them and how they 
use those ideas/challenges/decisions. But 
they know I’m there right behind them!
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DAVID CLARKE People often refer 
to futsal as ‘indoor soccer’ where 
you play football on a smaller 
court. It’s obviously much more 
different than that, but just how 
similar is football and futsal? 

STUART BOOTH For me futsal 
is the foundation to football, in 
Brazil the children start playing 
futsal from 6 to 13 they call it 
‘introduction to football’ and then 
decide whether they want to move 
out onto grass or not. It roughly 
takes about 3 to 4 months for the 
futsal player to adjust to grass, but 
once they do you have a player 
who can cause serious problems 
to the opposition. I have noticed 
that futsal players can play on 

grass but football players struggle 
to play futsal. Futsal rewards the 
same basic principles as football 
but at an accelerated rate i.e more 
touches, quicker tempo and more 
decision making. The ball is smaller 
and weighted which means long 
passes are not an option – you 
have to get the ball down and look 
to improvise (pass or skill your way 
out). 

Everything is accelerated in 
futsal as you are playing in an 
indoor sports hall on an even 
surface away from the harsh 
weather conditions, on grass 
things are a lot slower and its 
generally the physically more 
capable players who get the 
plaudits.

THE FUTSAL FOCUS ACADEMY
By Stuart Booth
“FFA began in 2012 – I started it after 10 frustrating 
years of coaching at grass roots and academy level 
I wanted to create a game that was about skill and 
creativity rather than long balls and muddy pitches. 
After coaching in the south of Spain for two years 
I noticed the players were more comfortable on the ball and able to 
improvise better. They seemed to prefer to take a touch of the ball and 
take players on or play a clever pass rather than boot it down the end 
of the other pitch, the parents were cheering great bits of skill from the 
sideline, I realized they played ‘futbol sala’ and that the environment 
they were playing in created these skillful players. I ran some local 
centres based on what I had learned in Spain with a simple philosophy 
‘create the best decision makers on the pitch and give them the skills 
to make the right decisions’. After two years I placed 33 players into 
professional academies and from that point on there was no turning 
back other coaches wanted to know what I was doing with these 
players, other academies sprang up and the futsal league was created.”  
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Stuart�Booth�wanted�to�coach�a�game�of�skill�and�creativity�rather�than�long�balls�and�
muddy�pitches�…�so�he�turned�to�futsal�and�created�his�own�academy

Focus On Futsal 

Roy Hodgson and Gordon 
Strachan prepare for battle

Creating the best 
decision makers on 
the pitch through 
futsal

FUTSAL
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3 Are there formations and tactics like there 
are in football?

SB Futsal is a very technical game where you 
have to react to other player’s movements 
instantly, if you ‘switch off’ for one second then 
the other team might have scored, the game 
is that quick. Where you have a general 4-4-2 
formation in football you might play a 1-2-1 in 
futsal, however you cant afford to have lazy 
players playing futsal as your team mates have 
to drag the opponents away from the ball to 
create space, whereas in football you can afford 
to have 2 or 3 players strolling around the pitch 
and having a bad day.

4 How many kids are playing futsal at your 
academy?

SB At the moment the FFA currently have 515 
members from ages 3 to 16 but we are looking 
to reach our target of 1,000 members by the 
end of 2015

5 What kind of programmes do you run and 
what performance levels are your players 
capable of? Is there a player development 
programme?

SB The FFA currently have development 

centre’s which any child can attend. The players 
attend an initial free trial lesson to be assessed 
by the coach and for the parent and child to 
assess the lesson. 

If they mutually agree then the child is 
put through our specially designed training 
programme that ensures they touch the ball on 
average 1,000 times per session, they are then 
placed into a futsal team to compete in the 
futsal league. 

The players that stand out are invited to 
the FFA Elite programme which is designed 
for professional club academy players also. 
Here they receive a 90-minute session which 
is designed to push the players further, each 
member whether they are elite or development 
centre players receives free holiday courses 
where each player trains from 9.00am to 
3.00pm during the holiday period. 

These holiday courses are based around a 
ratio of 50% futsal and 50% football during 
each day of the course.

The type of players we have produced over 
the two year period is quite phenomenal – we 
have placed a total of 33 players into Category 1 
and 2 clubs and most of these boys never really 
had a chance to begin with. 

The most unique thing about an FFA player 
is that they have great skill and composure on 
the ball.    

6 Does the academy take part in competitive 
games?

SB The FFA regularly play against professional 
clubs in football 6v6 or 7v7 during the holiday 
period, which is good to see the transition 
from futsal to grass having a massive effect. 
We don’t play grass roots football so we have 
created our very own futsal league, which 
provides a 50-minute match on a fortnightly 
basis – I have to be honest and say I have 
seen some of the best football being played 
there, the boys love it and its nice to see some 
unbelievable skills on show. Its competitive 
but we only show the top 2 performing 
teams out of a league of 6 teams. I believe 
that you produce better players from playing 
competitive futsal, however, we handle the 

The child is put 
through our training 
programme where 
they touch the ball 
on average 1,000 
times per session

FUTSAL

Confidence on the ball 
is a key part of playing 
futsal even at the 
youngest age groups

http://www.soccercoachweekly.net/
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league table disappointment by only showing 
the top two teams.

7 When he was Everton FC Head of Academy 
Alan Irvine, former manager of Premier 
League team West Brom, said futsal was the 
foundation for Everton Football club’s future. 
Do you think this could be the foundation for 
the future of the world game?

SB I think Mr Irvine is spot on with that comment 
I do believe that futsal has to be the foundation, 
look at countries that are tiny in comparison 
to the UK, Uruguay and Belgium? How do they 
produce such world class players with such a 
tiny population? It’s because they have 6-year- 
olds playing futsal and they continue that until 11 
or 12 years of age, the learning years. Providing 
futsal is being coached the right way and it 
doesn’t end up being anyone who has a futsal 
coaching badge, that they have passed in two 
weeks can coach it, otherwise futsal will end up 
going the same way as football – in-experienced 
coaches teaching in-experienced children.  

8 Why do you think the development of Futsal 
in England has lagged behind other nations?

SB There is a state of ignorance in the UK, 
the mentality seems to be we have the best 

league in the world therefore we are doing 
things right. As a nation we still want the more 
athletic players and while teams are winning 
games why use futsal? We are winning? I spoke 
to a friend who is a very good coach and is an 
ex-professional player he asked me if I’m still 
coaching that ‘tippy tappy game called futsal’ 
that’s what futsal is up against, it’s the winning 
mentality and the fact that we are not patient 
with development.

I do think that grass roots football needs a 
massive overhaul, the pitches that these young 
lads play on are shocking, its usually freezing 
cold and 9 times out of 10 you have parents 
taking it who have a level 1 coaching badge.

9 Do you think Futsal can be a sport in its own 
right, or do you think it will always be seen by 
the football community as a training tool for 
football?

SB In the future you will see professional futsal 
clubs paying their players to play, it will be a 
sport in its own right and I think the FA are 
doing a great job promoting the game. 

10 Has futsal taken off in the girls’ game as 
well or is it mostly boys?

SB Futsal for girls is very popular as it’s a game 

of skill and you find girls and boys playing 
futsal together at the older ages because it’s a 
non-impact sport, no slide tackles or shoulder 
charging. We currently have girls who are 8 
and 9 in our elite squads because they are just 
as good technically as the boys, athleticism 
doesn’t come into it.

11 What do you need to be a good goalkeeper 
in futsal? It looks pretty scary to me!

SB You have to be good with your feet 
particularly if you are playing as a flying keeper 
whereby you come out and act as a player, 
quick reactions as there are less dives and more 
quick reaction saves, goalkeepers have a great 
time in futsal because there’s more action – 
unlike grass football where you can stand there 
for 10 minutes or more not touching the ball.

Roy Hodgson and 
Gordon Strachan 
prepare for battle

Individual skills are a 
vital part of the Futsal 

Focus Academy

In futsal, players use skills to win in 1v1s and 
have all the tools to keep possession

FUTSAL

http://www.soccercoachweekly.net/


WHY USE IT
Great session to get teams 
passing the ball with speed. 
You can do this using a 
Futsal ball to help develop 
player skills in soccer.

SET UP
You need balls and cones. 
In an area 20 x 10 yards 
place 6 cones in the 
pattern pictured. We used 
7 players in the session.

HOW TO PLAY
The passing pattern starts at 
one end of the course with 
movement for two of the 
players. It should be tried 
two-touch at first progressing 
to one-touch as the players 
get better at the session. 
Play moves from the left 
to the right with all players 
touching the ball. Start the 
first couple of patterns slowly 
so players get the hang of it.

TECHNIQUE
This practice rehearses 
movement, angles, short 
passes, body shape 
and weight of pass. 

10yds

20yds

10yds

10yds

5yds

5yds

Fast passing games help teams to keep the ball when they play in matches.  
This unopposed game helps develop first touch, movement and accuracy 

Blast From The Pass

Now the play starts  
at the cone on the near side of the 

area – try one-touch going this 
way and two-touch the other

Play starts here with a pass into the 
middle cone – passing should be 
crisp and two-touch at first

This player should be ready to 
move to receive the ball as the final 
players switch positions – look out 
for the triangle passing shape 
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Player movement Ball movement Run with ball Shot

FUTSAL

This player must pass and 
quickly turn to receive a second 

pass from the other side

As this player exchanges passes 
he moves to receive a pass at 

the final cone – he passses one 
way and runs the other



WHY USE IT
Helps players to look around 
and see where the best 
pass is to make use of the 
overloads and floating player.

SET UP
You need balls and poles (or 
cones). In an area 15 x 15 yards 
three corner flags 2 yards 
apart in a triangle. We used 
14 players in the session.

HOW TO PLAY
You need two teams of 6 
players – 2 working inside 
the area and 4 outside, plus 
a floating player and a server. 
Server plays into one of the 
teams who score by passing  
to a team mate through any 
side of the triangle. The ball 
must go through and be 
received by a team mate to 
count. Players inside the area 
have two-touches and the 
outside players one touch. 
You can change the size of 
the pole triangles to make it 
easier or harder to score.

TECHNIQUE
This is about passing, 
receiving and using movement 
and good skill to create space 
on the pitch. Defending 
team must press and work 
hard to win the ball back.

15yds

15yds

2yds

Clever passing game with overloads and lots of chances to score points. Vital for 
players to create and use space in this tight area 

Passing Places

Making the triangle bigger or smaller 
changes how easy or hard it is to score goals

Play starts with the server passing 
to one of the teams who must 
immediately try to score

Here the players quickly 
move the ball and use their 
team mates on the side to 
create space for the pass
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Player movement Ball movement Run with ball Shot

FUTSAL

Teams score by passing through 
the triangle to a  team mate on the 

other side – the ‘floater’ plays for 
the team in possession

By moving the ball quickly and 
using the floating player the 
team scores two quick goals



They keep coming back! 
Absence is the biggest indicator 

that players are not enjoying training 
and that it might be time for a change. 
If players don’t turn up, ask why when 
you next see them, and reinforce the fact 
that their team-mates need them back. 
Don’t be too pushy though, this puts a 
lot of young players off and you might 
lose them for good. 

players buy inTo The 
‘Team’ and genuinely feel 

parT of The squad 
Always be on the lookout for players 
who are at the periphery of the squad. 
Often they will be doing their own thing 
while the others are enjoying themselves 
before or after training. Make an extra 
effort to include them in everything you 
do. Always pick teams yourself rather 
than letting players do it. This gives 
you an opportunity to split up cliques 
and integrate everyone. With that in 

mind, encourage players to buy into the 
team by wearing team kit to training 
and games. It’s the little things that 
really work in terms of bonding a team 
together. Players will always be drawn 
to their mates, but if you can draw the 
whole team into liking and respecting 
you, then you have the complete unit.  

players are well behaved 
aT Training 

Poor behaviour is a good indicator that 
players are not enjoying training. If your 
kids are always productively engaged 
and challenged then there is no time or 
energy left over to misbehave. Excessive 
downtime, repetitive exercises or moves 
that are too challenging will provoke 
boredom, or worse, frustration. 

players smile and laugh 
aT Training 

A smile is an obvious but important 
indicator that your players are having 

fun and enjoying training. Remember, it’s 
not school, so you can relax and have a 
few jokes with them too. That said, a lot 
of young boys can be quite insecure, so 
it’s always best to start by poking fun at 
yourself or a fellow coach to show that 
there is no harm intended. 

players are happy To 
Talk To you and feel safe 

asking quesTions 
A fun environment is a safe environment 
in a young player’s mind. If they are 
happy, they are far more likely to 
take risks, and a young player asking 
questions in front of their peers can 
be seen by them as a risk. Make sure 
you are approachable at all times. You 
can start your answers with “That’s an 
excellent question, I’m sure other people 
are thinking the same thing”. This sets 
the player’s mind at rest and lets them 
all know that anything they ask will be 
taken seriously. 

Words by:
David Clarke  
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The�five�telltale�signs�that�your�kids�are�enjoying�the�sessions�and�the�time�you�spend�
with�them.�If�they�are�showing�that�they�are�having�fun,�that�is�half�the�battle�won

The Fantastic Five  

Roy Hodgson and 
Gordon Strachan 
prepare for battle

Eleven-year-old 
boys attend a 
training session at FC 
Lokomotiv Moscow’s 
Football Academy in 
Moscow. About 250 
children between 
the ages of 7 and 17 
attend the academy

COACHING CHILDREN 

1

2

3

4

5
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WHY USE IT
Set pieces often determine 
the winner when two evenly 
talented teams compete. For 
players to be on the same 
page for set pieces and for 
everyone to understand their 
role is important.

SET UP
You need balls, bibs, cones 
and 1 full size goal. Mark 
out an area that is 54 yards 
long x full width of a normal 
pitch.

HOW TO PLAY
Each Team is given 3 
different corner kicks to 
choose from. My teams 
usually have between 7-10 
options on corner kicks so we 
will do 3 options at a time. 
1st option is driven ball 
near post (head height)
2nd option is short corner
3rd option is dummy run 
We designate a team 
captain. We put Team 
A’s goalkeeper in against 
Team B and Team B’s 
goalkeeper in goal against 
Team A. There are no 
other defenders. The team 
captain determines which 
option they will use (don’t 
allow the GK to know) and 
they try to score as many 
goals as possible in the 6 
minutes allowed. Finishing 
must be one touch. 
Rebounds are live.

TECHNIQUE
Techniques required are 
effective serves from player 
taking the corner. Heading to 
score. Finishing techniques 
to score. 

30yds   

2

14

3

2

1

4

3

1

3 2

It is vital your team takes advantage of corner kicks, says Tony DiCicco the only US coach 
to win a Women’s World Cup, an Olympic gold medal and an U20 Women’s World Cup

Attacking Corner Kicks
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Player movement Ball movement Run with ball Shot

Put 4 players across a grid – 30 yards long.  
Player 1 plays a ball off to player 2 who 
receives with 1st touch and then strikes a 
ball with 2nd touch to player 3

Now require the balls served 
to be flighted and driven. 
The same way a corner serve 
would be flighted back post 
or driven near post

ONE – driven near post

TWO – short corner  
with serve to back post

THREE – dummy with deeper 
player coming forward and 

finishing at the top of the 18.

Player 3 who lays off to player 
4 and then receives and plays 
to player 1 who has swapped 

positions with player 2.  Repeat 
Start with only balls along the 

ground but struck with the laces

SET PIECES

Now create a challenge 
between 2 teams of 8.  They 
can play one of 3 corners. 
Play for designated time.  
Most goals wins!

http://www.soccercoachweekly.net/


WHY USE IT
Training to eliminate a 
percentage of suicidal goals 
from corners is vital for any 
team’s success.

SET UP
You need balls, bibs, cones 
and goals. We used our full 
squad in the session.

HOW TO PLAY
Exercise 1 – Set up your 
defensive team with no 
offensive players and 
have them clear balls 
and coordinate with the 
goalkeeper winning some.  
Exercise 2 – Now bring in 
some attacking players to 
make it more difficult to 
clear balls effectively.  Have 
the defensive unit play 
against the offensive unit to 
make it more realistic and 
competitive.
Exercise 3 – Play the Free 
Kick Game.  Field size is 
half field to 78 yards long 
with full width. Rules are 
the following: make 4 or 5 
passes (coach decides) to 
win a free kick.  Any thrown 
in can either be a long throw 
in close to opponent’s goal 
or a FK outside shooting 
range.  If a keeper handles 
the ball, the shooting team 
gets a corner kick and a 
free kick inside shooting 
range. And a goal scored is 
rewarded with a penalty kick. 

TECHNIQUE
The key techniques are:
1. Heading to clear
2. Foot clears
3. Marking players
4. GK winning balls flighted 
into the box

One of the most dangerous set pieces is the ball flighted from distance into the penalty 
area. It is common to see mistakes that end up in the back of the net, says Tony DiCicco

Defending Corner Kicks
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Player movement Ball movement Run with ball Shot

Make sure that balls are served from 
both sides and some are in-swingers 
and some are out-swingers

Play the rules  in this game to win free 
kicks all over the pitch. If a team makes 4 

or 5 passes they get a freekick, so there 
should be lots to defend in this session

Now add in attacking players and 
2 counter-attack goals.  If the 

keeper makes the save, they can 
distribute directly to the counter-

attack goals for a score

The final game is a free kick 
game that I play most often 
with my team.  It is fun, 
more realistic and offers 
greatly coaching both for 
the offensive and defensive 
sides of free kicks

SET PIECES
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COACH YOUR PLAYERS THE DUTCH WAY

by MICHAEL BEALEby MICHAEL BEALE

smart coaches use…

Click here to 

download a 

free game

The world's best-selling coaching manual
Improve players' technique • Boost performance • Have fun!

http://www.coach-soccer.com/64ssgs/indexusd.asp?sReferrer=SCWhousead
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